Headache is a common symptom in acute ischaemic stroke, but the underlying mechanisms are incompletely understood. The aim of this lesion mapping study was to identify brain regions, which are related to the development of headache in acute ischaemic stroke. Patients with acute ischaemic stroke (n = 100) were assessed by brain MRI at 3 T including diffusion weighted imaging. We included 50 patients with stroke and headache as well as 50 patients with stroke but no headache symptoms. Infarcts were manually outlined and images were transformed into standard stereotaxic space using non-linear warping. Voxel-wise overlap and subtraction analyses of lesions as well as non-parametric statistics were conducted. The same analyses were carried out by flipping of left-sided lesions, so that all strokes were transformed to the same hemisphere. Between the headache group as well as the nonheadache there was no difference in infarct volumes, in the distribution of affected vascular beds or in the clinical severity of strokes. The headache phenotype was tension-type like in most cases. Subtraction analysis revealed that in headache sufferers infarctions were more often distributed in two well-known areas of the central pain matrix: the insula and the somatosensory cortex. This result was confirmed in the flipped analysis and by non-parametric statistical testing (whole brain corrected P-value 5 0.01). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first lesion mapping study investigating potential lesional patterns associated with headache in acute ischaemic stroke. Insular strokes turned out to be strongly associated with headache. As the insular cortex is a well-established region in pain processing, our results suggest that, at least in a subgroup of patients, acute stroke-related headache might be centrally driven. Keywords: ischaemic stroke; headache; MRI; lesion mapping Abbreviations: PWH = patients with ischaemic stroke and headache; PWOH = patients with ischaemic stroke without headache
Introduction
Headache is frequently reported by patients with cerebrovascular events, even though severe neurological symptoms such as paresis, ataxia and loss of speech are usually the predominant clinical features. In previous studies, the prevalence of headache in acute ischaemic stroke has been reported with a range of 8% to 34% in different studies (Mohr et al., 1978; Portenoy et al., 1984; Vestergaard et al., 1993; Jorgensen et al., 1994; Ferro et al., 1995; Kumral et al., 1995; Evans and Mitsias, 2009) . Prior investigations showed a lower prevalence of headache at the onset of stroke symptoms in patients with ischaemic stroke compared with patients with intraparenchymal haemorrhage (Mohr et al., 1978; Portenoy et al., 1984; Gorelick et al., 1986; Vestergaard et al., 1993; Arboix et al., 1994; Kumral et al., 1995; Evans and Mitsias, 2009) . Some authors have suggested that the occurrence of headache in stroke may be related to infarct location. Headache during acute ischaemic stroke was reported to be more common with ischaemic events in the posterior than in the anterior circulation (Mohr et al., 1978; Edmeads, 1984; Portenoy et al., 1984; Gorelick et al., 1986; Kumral et al., 1995; Libman et al., 2001; Mitsias et al., 2006) . Moreover, headache at stroke onset seems to be less frequent in lacunar stroke, compared with non-lacunar stroke (Mohr et al., 1978; Gorelick et al., 1986; Vestergaard et al., 1993; Arboix et al., 1994; Ferro et al., 1995; Evans and Mitsias, 2009) . Headache in stroke is frequently regarded as non-specific (Arboix et al., 1994; Jorgensen et al., 1994) and the characteristics of headache in stroke considered by the International Headache Classification (IHC) are more similar to the criteria of tension-type headache than migraine (Vestergaard et al., 1993; Verdelho et al., 2007) . However, attendant symptoms such as hypersensitivity to light or noise (25%), nausea or vomiting (23-40%) can occur (Vestergaard et al., 1993; Verdelho et al., 2007) . It should be mentioned that most of the studies referenced above did not differentiate between patients with and without primary headaches prior to stroke. The mean duration of headache in stroke has been reported to be 3.8 days (Verdelho et al., 2007) . Former studies on the relation between infarct size and the probability of headache have not shown a correlation (Vestergaard et al., 1993; Jorgensen et al., 1994; Verdelho et al., 2007) . However, no detailed lesion-mapping studies have been performed thus far.
Pain receptors are absent in brain tissue and mechanisms producing pain in ischaemic stroke must be different compared to other ischaemic disorders such as for example, in peripheral artery disease. Lesions of pain processing structures and descending pain pathways may play a role in the development of acute stroke-associated headache similar to other central post-stroke pain syndromes (Sprenger et al., 2012; Seifert et al., 2013) . To date, no study has used modern neuroimaging techniques to assess the correlation of headache with lesions in specific locations or patterns of the ischaemic lesions (Evans and Mitsias, 2009 ). The aim of this lesion-mapping study was to phenotype patients with headache during acute ischaemic stroke and to relate the occurrence of head pain to lesion location. Patients with ischaemic stroke and headache (PWH) were compared to patients with ischaemic stroke but without headache (PWOH) in terms of their infarct patterns and in correlation with clinical data. We hypothesized that there are specific lesion patterns, which are associated with the development of acute headache in ischaemic stroke.
Materials and methods

Patients and recruitment
We investigated 100 patients with acute ischaemic stroke, who were treated in the stroke unit at the Klinikum rechts der Isar in Munich, Germany. Patients who had been transferred to our stroke unit with the diagnosis of an acute ischaemic stroke were consecutively included in case they met our inclusion criteria and either assigned to the PWH group or the PWOH group depending on whether they answered our question on headache 'yes' or 'no'. To ensure equal group sizes, inclusion was stopped when 50 cases were met in the respective group. All patients were interviewed within the first 10 days after the onset of symptoms of stroke. Only patients aged 418 years with ischaemic stroke as indicated by the MRI scan were included in this study. We excluded patients with strokes other than of ischaemic origin, with persistent aphasia or other reasons interfering with the assessment of the clinical phenotype (e.g. dementia or unconsciousness) and patients with contraindications for MRI (e.g. heart pacemakers) were excluded from this study.
After a detailed explanation of the study procedures, every patient provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Technische Universität Mü nchen, Klinikum rechts der Isar and was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The workflow of the study from screening to final analysis with inclusion and exclusion criteria is demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 1 .
Headache phenotyping and classification
All patients were interviewed by a special trained investigator (E.M.S.) using a semi-standardized questionnaire. The past medical history was obtained and patients were asked about specific features and qualities of headache in accordance with the second edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (Headache Classification Subcommittee of the International Headache, 2004). Pre-existing headaches (i.e. before the stroke) and their phenotype were also determined. Patients were asked about headache lateralization, the localization (frontal, temporal, occipital, nuchal, cervical), quality (pulsating, tensioning, stabbing) and intensity indicated on a visual analogue scale from 0-10 corresponding to minimal, medium and maximal intensity of pain. Additional symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, hypersensitivity to light and/or noise, as well as cranial autonomic symptoms (facial sweating, conjunctional injection, rhinorrhoea and tearing) were assessed. We used the Pain DETECT questionnaire (Freynhagen et al., 2006) for the purpose of investigating potential neuropathic components of stroke-related headache. The Pain DETECT questionnaire includes questions evaluating pain intensity (three numeric rating scales, pain course pattern, a pain drawing reflecting pain radiation, and seven questions addressing somatosensory phenomena, which the patient rates on a six-category Likert scale ranging from 'never' to 'very strongly'). Finally, a score ranging between 0 and 38 is calculated. A Pain DETECT score 519 indicates that a neuropathic pain component is likely, a score of 13-18 is considered equivocal, and a score 412 indicates that a neuropathic pain component is unlikely. Its specificity and sensitivity were shown to be 85% and 80%, respectively, with a predictive value of 83% (Freynhagen et al., 2006) .
All patients underwent the routine stroke MRI protocol applied at Klinikum rechts der Isar. MRI scans were routinely performed 2-4 days after stroke onset (computed tomography is usually applied initially when patients are admitted to our institution). All treatment decisions were made independently of this study.
Magnetic resonance imaging
All patients underwent brain MRI including FLAIR (fluid attenuated inverse recovery), diffusion-weighted imaging and a high-resolution T 1 sequence. All MRI measurements were performed on the same 3 T MRI system using a standard 16-channel head coil (Philips Achieva, Philips Medical Systems). High-resolution isotropic diffusion-weighted images were acquired including 73 sequential axial slices, echo time = 55 ms, repetition time = 3388 ms, voxel size 2 Â 2 Â 2 mm, reconstructed voxel size 0.88 mm, max b-value = 1000. The neuroradiologists who performed the MRI scans were unaware of the existence of headache.
Lesion mapping
In a first step, axial diffusion-weighted images (73 slices) were imported with the freely available software MRIcro (Version 6 June 2013; Chris Rorden, Columbia, SC, USA; www.mricro. com). Lesions were drawn manually on the 3D diffusionweighted images as regions of interest by a trained investigator (E.M.S.). The individually drawn lesions were checked (and corrected when necessary) by an experienced neurologist (C.L.S.) in a blinded manner.
As the proportion of right to left hemispheric lesions was not significantly different between PWH and PWOH, and to improve the data power of the lesion overlay analysis, region of interest images were transformed so that all lesions could be mapped to one hemisphere in a second analysis (referred to as 'Flipped Analysis' below). Thereby, all leftsided lesions were flipped to the right side. This seems justifiable since experimental studies on pain processing usually showed bilateral without a dominance of one hemisphere (Bingel et al., 2002) .
The data were then spatially normalized using the Statistical Parametric Mapping package (SPM8, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm) (Ashburner and Friston, 2005) . Thereby, the brain MRI scans were normalized after masking of the lesions (Brett et al., 2001) . The normalization parameter file of every single patient was used to normalize the lesions [region of interest (ROI) files].
After non-linear normalization, the lesions were further analysed in terms of lesion overlaps with MRIcro and MRIcron software (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/; Chris Rorden, Columbia, South Carolina). TIA = transient ischaemic attack; NIDDM = non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus; IDDM = insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus; MCA = middle cerebral artery; ACA = anterior cerebral artery; PCA = posterior cerebral artery; ACI = internal carotid artery; VA = vertebral artery; NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.
Statistical analysis
The comparison of lesions between PWH and PWOH was analysed with the voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) method implemented in the non-parametric mapping (NPM) software, which is part of MRIcron. We considered headache as a binary variable (absent/present) according to a binary images/binary behaviour design. Non-parametric mapping was conducted using the Brunner and Munzel test with 4000 permutations (Medina et al., 2010) . We used the NPM software module of the MRIcron software to generate nonparametric tests. P 5 0.01 corrected for multiple comparisons with the false discovery rate (FDR) approach was used. Coloured VLSM maps were generated and overlaid onto the automated anatomical labelling white matter templates (Johns Hopkins University) provided with MRIcron software. The same procedures were applied in the flipped analysis. In this analysis, the lesions with the centre of gravity in the left hemisphere were mirrored at the x-axis.
Comparisons of the clinical characteristics of PWH and PWOH were performed with the 2 test. We further conducted a correlation analysis between infarct volumes and pain intensity ratings using Spearmen correlation.
Results
One patient of the headache group with a medullary infarct had to be excluded from the final analysis as the infarct was not within the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital (MNI) space. Interestingly, this patient reported a very strong headache. The lesions of 21 patients with headache were flipped and lesions of 27 patients without headache were flipped to the right hemisphere.
All patients were interviewed within the first 10 days after stroke. The median time duration between stroke onset and the interview was 3 days [mean 3.4 days; standard deviation (SD) 2.1 days].
Baseline characteristics
The mean age of the patients in the headache group was 61.5 years (SD 14.7) with no significant difference compared to the non-headache group (mean 65.3 years, SD 14.9). Both groups were well matched in terms of risk factors for stroke; the only differences among them were their smoking status and the presence of hyperlipidaemia (Supplementary Table 1) .
Of patients with transient or mild aphasia, five patients in the headache group and three patients in the non-headache group were included in our study. There were patients with a previous history of headache (before stroke onset) in both groups, patients who developed headache in acute stroke reported more often previous history of tension-type headache (55%), which was, however, not significantly different between both groups. Even though the infarct volumes were numerically larger in PWH, the statistical comparison between PWH and PWOH did not show a significant difference (P = 0.300).
Headache characteristics
The characteristics of headache in PWH are summarized in Table 2 . Most of the patients reported bilateral pain (80%). The location of the pain was frontal in 67%, temporal in 63%, occipital in 53% and in the neck area in 31%. Most patients (69%) reported more than one head pain location. Patients with unilateral ischaemic infarcts reported headache on the same side in 60% of cases. Results of the Pain DETECT questionnaire suggest that the observed headache shows less signs of neuropathic pain. Only one patient with a right-sided insular infarct indicated a Pain DETECT score 4 19. Only one other patient with a border zone infarct of the left middle cerebral artery indicated a score of 13. All other patients indicated 4 12. Figure 1 shows lesion probability maps of PWOH and PWH. In PWOH, the regions of highest lesion probability were seen in the left putamen, the left insula, the brainstem, the cerebellum, and the somatosensory cortex. The regions of highest lesion probability in PWH were detected in the right anterior insula and with lower probability in the posterior insula, the caudate nucleus, periventricular white matter, the cerebellum, and the somatosensory cortex (MNI-coordinates are given in Supplementary Tables 1 and  2 ). Figure 2 shows the distribution of probability values for flipped lesions in PWOH and PWH. The regions of highest lesion probability in PWOH were also seen in the putamen/ nucleus lentiformis, the caudate nucleus, the posterior cingulate, and the amygdala. The maximal overlap by summation of flipped lesions in the PWH group was seen in the insula, and with lower probability in the putamen, the cerebellum, and the somatosensory cortex (MNI-coordinates are given in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 ).
Imaging results
In Fig. 3 , summed lesions in the PWOH group were subtracted from the summed lesions in the PWH group. The corresponding Table 3 describes where the difference (PWH 4 PWOH) was maximal. The right anterior insula shows the maximal overlap (MNI coordinates 34, 7, À3). In the flipped analysis, the subtraction analysis of PWH minus PWOH showed that PWH lesions more often occurred in the anterior insula (MNI coordinates 33, 9, À6) as well as in the posterior insula (34, À15, 6) . Figure 4 demonstrates the results of the non-parametric statistics using the Brunner Munzel test with 4000 permutations for unflipped and flipped data. Anterior, posterior, and middle parts of the insula were found to be significantly associated with headache in the unflipped analysis. The flipped analysis confirmed our results (anterior and posterior insula) and moreover pointed out an association of lesions in the primary somatosensory cortex and the cerebellum with headache. The exact z-values and coordinates are summarized in Table 4 .
An additional analysis with exclusion of the two patients with an underlying carotid dissection was performed because pain caused by vessel dissection might be due to a different pathophysiology. The results after exclusion were not significantly different.
Correlation analysis
The correlation analysis of infarct volumes with pain ratings (visual analogue scale) showed a correlation coefficient of 0.311 (Spearman).
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first lesion mapping study investigating headache in acute ischaemic stroke. As a novel finding, this study was able to identify specific lesion patterns associated with the development of headache in acute ischaemic stroke. The insular cortex was identified as a key region in our conventional lesion mapping approach (i.e. subtraction analysis), which was confirmed by non-parametric voxel-wise statistics. In the flipped analysis, we were able to confirm that the insular cortex, and in particular the anterior part, is associated with headache in acute ischaemic stroke. Furthermore, with lower probability, lesions in the somatosensory cortex and the cerebellum seem to predispose for headache in stroke.
The insular cortex has been shown to be involved in the processing of painful as well as non-painful somatosensory inputs (Craig et al., 2000; Mazzola et al., 2006) . It is part of the so-called 'pain matrix' (Apkarian et al., 2005; Tracey and Mantyh, 2007) and its activation is one of the most consistent findings in pain stimulation paradigms in functional neuroimaging studies (functional MRI and PET) (Apkarian et al., 2005; Tracey and Mantyh, 2007) . The anterior part of the insula seems to be involved in the emotional and attentional processing of pain (Cauda et al., 2011; Mazzola et al., 2012) , whereas the posterior insula is a key area for encoding pain intensity (Craig et al., 2000; Bornhovd et al., 2002; Moayedi and Weissman-Fogel, 2009 ). Further, a dissociation of latency coding and intensity coding of painful stimuli in the anterior and posterior parts of the insula has been proposed (Monteith et al., 2014) . In line with this finding a recent functional MRI study (Pomares et al., 2013) revealed an association of painful sensations and increased amplitude of the blood oxygen level-dependent response in the middle and posterior parts of the insular cortex to painful laser stimuli.
Apart from general pain processing, the insular cortex is also thought to play a role in the pathophysiology of primary headache syndromes. It has been shown by voxelbased morphometry that the volume of the grey matter in the bilateral insula is reduced in migraine patients compared to controls (Kim et al., 2008; Valfre et al., 2008) . In addition to structural changes, increased interictal resting state connectivity of the insula in patients suffering from migraine provides further support for the notion of the insular playing a role in migraine pathophysiological mechanism (Schwedt et al., 2013; Tso et al., 2015) . One could hypothesize that ischaemic lesions of the insula lead to changes in functional connectivity networks and could cause pain by this mechanisms.
Similar to migraine, significant grey matter decreases have also been demonstrated in the insula bilaterally in chronic tension-type headache (Schmidt-Wilcke et al., 2005) . From visual inspection, reductions in grey matter in this voxel-based morphometry study included both the anterior as well as the posterior part of the insula.
The insular cortex shows anatomical and functional connectivity (Wiech et al., 2014) to the secondary somatosensory cortex (SII), which is the second region we identified. Similar to the insula, the somatosensory cortex has also been demonstrated to be also involved in pain processing (Tracey and Mantyh, 2007) . Additionally, neuroimaging studies support the role of the somatosensory cortex in headache pathophysiology. In migraine, thickening of the somatosensory cortex was demonstrated in two independent MRI studies (DaSilva et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2014) . The character of the headache found in the PWH in this study was most similar to characteristics of tension type headache consistent with the criteria suggested by the second edition of the international classification of headache disorders (Headache Classification Subcommittee of the International Headache, 2004) . This is in line with previous studies, in which a predominance of tension-type like headache in ischaemic strokes was found (Vestergaard et al., 1993; Verdelho et al., 2007) . At present there seems to be no data supporting the involvement of the somatosensory cortex in tension-type headache specifically, but a role of SII in the pathophysiology of primary headache syndromes seems to be well established. Another region we found to be associated with headache in the flipped analysis is the cerebellum. This is in line with previous studies reporting a higher incidence of strokerelated headache with posterior circulation strokes (Mitsias et al., 2006) . The posterior cerebral artery has meningeal branches, which could partly explain why headache is more frequent in ischaemic lesions in the posterior circulation (Weinstein et al., 1974 (Weinstein et al., , 1977 Ono et al., 1984) . Nevertheless, the role of the cerebellum in pain processing is less clear. A recent study supports the notion that the cerebellum might play a role in pain processing: it was shown that after cerebellar infarction, patients perceived heat and repeated mechanical stimuli as more painful than healthy controls (Ruscheweyh et al., 2014) . Cerebellar infarcts can lead to oedema (Wijdicks et al., 2014) , mass effects and consecutive distension of the pain sensitive dura mater, it is conceivable that cerebellar infarcts cause acute headache via local compressive effects rather than interaction with central pain processing.
Study limitations
In our study, stroke patients with aphasia or dementia as well as other disabling conditions were excluded as the study relied on patient self-report and headache history. This might bias our results, especially with regard to lateralization. As aphasia is mostly associated with left hemispheric infarcts, the lateralization in our study must be interpreted with caution. A recent meta-analysis (Duerden and Albanese, 2013) showed that pain-related brain activation tends to be bilateral, at least when it comes to the anterior insula. One could therefore argue that lateralization might play a minor role at most, as both damage to the left and the right insula can lead to headache in ischaemic stroke.
Conclusion
We found that headache in acute ischaemic stroke is often associated with infarcts in the anterior and posterior parts of the insular cortex, a brain area that has been repetitively shown to play a key role in both physiological pain processing as well as the generation of clinical pain conditions. Whether pain arises from disrupted processing of painful and non-painful somatosensory inputs or even altered interoception (Craig, 2002) remains to be established. The present study provides evidence for the notion that at least in a subgroup headache in stroke might be centrally driven.
